NETGOVERN AUDIT & REMEDIATE + AI-Based Classification
Quickly and easily identify, review and remediate risky or sensitive information (e.g., PII, PHI and PCI). Uncover these vulnerabilities
in real time with automated alerts. Automatically quarantine or delete improperly secured sensitive information.

BUSINESS CASE

WHY USE IT?

With the popularity of cloud technologies and the use of

► GDPR, CCPA, PIPEDA, HIPAA, and other

more business applications than ever before, combined
with on-prem storage and legacy file servers, not only the

privacy laws compliance
► Boost data-centric security

data grows at an exponential rate but also the number of

► Clean repositories of sensitive and confidential data

locations it’s stored into. When thinking about security,

► Merger & Acquisition due diligence

privacy, and compliance this poses a variety of challenges.

► Protection from phishing and other email threats

Amongst these challenges, jumping from a location to

► Data classification before migrating to the cloud

another to audit is time-consuming, unreliable, and never
enough as new data is always created. Having efficient

► Data breach assessments

means of auditing unstructured data to locate sensitive
information and automate certain tasks is essential to:
► Reduce Risk

AUDIT MANAGEMENT ROLES FOR
AUDIT & REMEDIATE

Auditing and improving data-centric security is due
diligence that’s protecting organizations from data breaches
and non-compliance.

Admins: Assign rights and permission to
Audit Managers.

► Reduce Cost
Auditing also reduces the costs related to regulatory fines,
litigation, and disaster recovery in case of cyber incidents.

Audit Managers: Create cases, track,
manage, edit, export, save, assign
auditors and reviewers.

► Improve productivity
The right tools help compliance, privacy, and security teams
to gain visibility into data and remediate issues in minutes
rather than hours.

WHO BENEFITS FROM USING IT?
► Compliance
► Privacy
► Security

Auditors: View, search, comment, tag,
save, and export audits within cases
assigned to them.
Reviewers: View, comment, tag and save
within subsets of data assigned to them.
End users: Search their personal
archives and live mail.

► IT

www.netgovern.com

SOFTWARE FEATURES
► Provides a unified view of all on-prem and
cloud data
► Indexes all data locations
► Search information in-place
► AI-Based Classification for PII, PHI, and PCI
► AI Compliance Automation
► Random Sampling of communications
► Faceted search
► Role-based access
► Audit active data

OVER 50 APIs + MORE

► Set alerts and receive automated reports by email
► Take remediation action directly from email reports
► Quarantine, move or delete identified issues
► Apply custom tags to search results
► Search and preview any file type
► Email retraction
► No coding skills required to search
► On-prem, cloud, or hybrid deployment

HIGHLIGHTS
► AI-based

compliance automation

Complying with privacy laws is streamlined for
organizations letting our automated tools perform the
work. AI-based automatic classification significantly

1-DAY ON-PREM DEPLOYMENT
REQUIREMENTS
► Virtual Machine infrastructure (VMware, Hyper-V)
► Minimum 36 GB of RAM

reduces false positives allowing for automated
remediation to be put in place once systems are trained.
This ensures zero-day compliance, and significantly
reduces risk.

► Minimum 350 GB of disk space

► Data-centric

security automation

► Network & internet connectivity

Choose to receive actionable regular reports or let
NetGovern take action automatically to remediate issues
with the non-complaint information stored across your
organization. Move from reactive audits to real-time
visibility and actions.
►

Email retraction

The low level of technical elements in phishing emails
makes them very challenging to intercept for Email
Security Solutions. This feature adds a level of security
ensuring that malicious communications making it to
employee mailboxes can be retracted and deleted in a
few clicks, or even pushed back after review if harmless.

Contact us for more information, or book a demo.
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